Mastering Customer
Engagement in
Digital Marketing:
BEST PRACTICES FROM
THEOREM & LIVECLICKER

OVERVIEW
Over the last decade, “customer engagement” has become one of the biggest
buzzwords in the digital marketing world. But the concept is nothing new. When you
boil the term down to its basics, it describes the end goal for marketers of all shapes
and sizes—to inspire interaction between brand and customer.
What is new is the scope of this interaction, which now extends far beyond traditional
sales and services. With so many communication platforms at their disposal, digital
marketers have unprecedented opportunities to reach consumers at different
stages of their decision-making journey. By fostering long-term, multi-dimensional
relationships, brands can better understand their customers’ motivations, learn how
to anticipate their pain points, and more effectively cultivate business growth through
brand loyalty and customer retention.
Of course, with an increase in communication platforms comes a raised bar for
delivering relevant, personalized messaging that sparks engagement consistently
across channels. Well-executed customer engagement strategies inspire audiences
to connect because they want to feel valued, recognized, and part of a brand, whether
it’s through social media posts, personalized shopping suggestions, or targeted email
campaigns.
To help your business boost customer engagement and increase sales conversions,
the marketing experts at Theorem and Liveclicker have joined forces to share their
proven best practices for 2021. Implementing some (or all!) of these actionable
strategies will ensure your brand builds a loyal customer following that translates
directly to your bottom line.
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CREATING & ALIGNING
PERSONALIZED CONTENT
WITH DATA
It’s no secret that executing a successful digital marketing campaign
involves identifying one’s target market and creating content tailored
specifically to potential customers. But just as essential is the data used
to drive that content—without it, you won’t know how to align your carefully
crafted personalized messaging with your customers’ intended activities.
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Thanks to advanced data-collection, brands now have the ability
to identify and categorize their ideal buyers more precisely than
ever before. Marketers can create highly personalized campaigns
that appeal to every persona in their pool of existing and potential
customers. The most successful customer engagement campaigns,
therefore, start with a solid data collection strategy. The more
consumer data you can acquire and leverage, the better equipped
you’ll be to maximize personalization and drive engagement.
And this consumer data can extend beyond user profile and
geolocation information. Browser and transactional data, for
example, can be utilized to customize email content according to
a recipient’s shopping experience. In their work with major retailers,
for example, Theorem utilizes transactional data to customize email
content according to a recipient’s most recent shopping experience.
If a shopper has an order cancelled because an item is out of stock,
for example, they’ll receive transactional emails with hero content
specific to that stock issue.
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STAYING ON TOP OF
PERSONALIZATION
TRENDS: CONTEXTUAL
MARKETING
It’s also essential to keep a close eye on personalization trends like
contextual marketing, which has become one of the most effective
ways to attract and retain customers by ensuring your content
reaches the right people at the right time and in the right place. Many
marketing softwares and platforms (including Liveclicker!) enable
teams to implement personalized contextual marketing strategies
with ease—as long as they’ve collected the necessary data to power
key customer insights.
One of the reasons contextual marketing is such a trending topic
is because it’s applicable anywhere and can be customized to any
brand in any industry. It can be used by marketing teams of all types
to create tailored emails that are guaranteed to boost engagement
rates and increase ROI.
It’s also an effective email marketing strategy for customers, as it
ensures they receive messages that are truly relevant to them. And
as we all know, the more aligned an email is with its recipient’s stats
and interests, the more likely it will be opened and responded to.
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ENHANCING CUSTOMER
ENGAGEMENT IN EMAIL
MARKETING
Boosting engagement rates is one of the biggest challenges faced by
email marketers today. And it’s no wonder—customer inboxes are flooded
with promotional messages on a daily, if not hourly, basis. In order to stand
out and inspire action, marketing emails must be more personalized,
interactive, and accessible than ever before.
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BEST PRACTICES FOR
PERSONALIZATION
1

Evaluate each content section to see
how personalization fits in

2

Segment your audience and focus on
their behavior

3

Convert customer data into what will
be useful and relevant to subscribers

4

Provide unique offers based on
customer engagement

5

Leverage dynamic content

WE THOUGHT YOU MIGHT LIKE THESE

S H O P Y O U R FA V O R I T E S

YOUR NEAREST BOUTIQUE
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The more tailored the user content,
the higher the rate of engagement.
Online pet care services brand Rover
discovered this when it teamed up with
Liveclicker to develop personalized
email content based on the dog breeds
of its customers.
Using the Liveclicker platform, Rover
created a dynamic campaign featuring
hero images of dog breeds specific to
the email recipient. They A/B tested the
campaign with a generic email template,
adding calls-to-action on both to visit
the Rover Store and buy breed-specific
merchandise such as t-shirts and mugs.
The result clearly demonstrates the
power of personalization, as the
breed-specific hero images delivered a
whopping 80% more revenue than their
generic counterparts. By segmenting
their audience and delivering dynamic,
tailored content based on specific
customer data, Rover significantly
boosted its customer engagement and
increased its online store sales.
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Including individualized components in
the campaign planning process allows
you to turn standardized templates into
unique and compelling experiences all
while staying true to your brand. Even
if you’re working with a limited amount
of customer info, you can use momentof-open data to provide personalized
messaging to your subscribers.
For example, you can deliver relevant
creative based on contextual data such
time or local weather—i.e. promotions
for sandals on warm and sunny days
and ads for rain boots on wet and cold
ones. Or you can provide important
info about local store closings, safety
measures, and curbside pickup options
via geolocation data.
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BEST PRACTICES FOR
INTERACTIVITY
1

Always have a fallback in place for
unsupported devices and platforms

2

Use a hide-and-show framework to
implement interactive elements with
fallbacks

3

Use an externally-linked CSS file
instead of one that is embedded or
inline

4

Start with some simple hover effects
on links, buttons, and imagery

5

Gather feedback through simple
survey implementations

Explore your options below.

Add to cart

TALK TO US

What do you think of
our new Tote Bag?

Love it!
Hate it!
Love to hate it!
A life without a tote bag is not worth living.
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In addition to personalized components,
incorporating interactive elements into
email marketing strategy is a sure-fire
way to boost audience engagement.
NASCAR learned this lesson in spades
when they used the Liveclicker platform
to enhance an already personalized
promotion with a dose of fun interactivity.
The stock car racing giant A/B tested a
static promotional image for a birthday
discount at the NASCAR Shop with an
engaging promotional image that teased
a mystery click-to-reveal birthday offer.

While both emails used discounts to
incentivize customers to click through to
the shop, the click-to-reveal option went
one step further, giving recipients a fun
and simple opportunity to actively claim
their birthday surprise.
The results showed that the interactive
email was significantly more successful.
Compared to the static campaign, the
click-to-reveal emails saw on an average
increase of 19.20% in CTR from April to
July 2020 and a 2.9% increase in clicks.
After implementing Liveclicker into their
birthday campaigns, NASCAR saw a 94%
increase in conversions, a 308% increase
in revenue, and a 161% increase in site
visits year over year.

additional customer data. A partnership
between Liveclicker and the digital
agency Visualsoft enabled the UKbased fitness equipment provider
FitKit learn more about its subscribers
via embedded interactive polls within
emails campaigns. The insights that
were generated helped FitKit increase
their email clicks by 272%, increase the
orders placed from email marketing by
298%, and increase email conversions
by 59%.

And if you don’t know key information
about your customer, you can use
interactivity to ask. Coupling hyperpersonalization with interactive, usergenerated content in the form of
surveys and polls can help you boost
customer engagement while mining for
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BEST PRACTICES FOR EMAIL
ACCESSIBILITY
1

Incorporate semantic HTML elements

2

Add role=”presentation” to your tags

3

Be mindful of font style and size

4

Avoid center-aligned or justified email
copy

5

Ensure email is dark-mode friendly

Those fashion designers are
just crazy; but aren't we all?
Luxury must be comfortable, otherwise it is not luxury. You're only as
good as your last collection, which is an enormous pressure. Even
Michelangelo got paid for doing the Sistine Chapel. To those artists
who say they're doing it for the love of art, I say: Get real. It is diﬃcult
to talk about fashion in the abstract, without a human body before my
eyes, without drawings, without a choice of fabric - without a practical
or visual reality. Delete the negative; accentuate the positive!
Let’s get started
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In addition to being hyper-personalized
and interactive, the most successful
email
marketing
campaigns
are
ones that are designed for universal
comprehension. Meaning everyone—
especially those with disabilities—can
easily access, understand, and interact
with your emails.
This includes creating content that
can be navigated and read by assistive
devices for visually impaired individuals.
When you incorporate semantic
HTML elements such as <p> and <h>
tags into your emails, for example,
you give subscribers who use screen
readers the option to “scan” through
the email by header. Similarly, adding
“role=presentation” to <table></table>
tags enables screen readers to read the
content of the email body instead of the
cell. These tags are supported in every
client, so they’re good starting points for
improving email accessibility for people
with disabilities.
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It’s also important to be mindful of font
characteristics to ensure your emails are
easy for sighted users to read. Always
select a font style that’s web safe and
easy to read on both desktop and mobile
platforms. In terms of size, anything
smaller than 14 points will require extra
effort for a user to read, regardless of
whether they’re on desktop or mobile.
And while users may be able to zoom
in and out to read smaller print, this
action is not ideal as it can create email
rendering issues.
Spacing and copy alignment are other
issues that can affect accessibility.
Because some people have trouble
reading blocks of text with little to no
spacing, it’s best to add a line height
that’s at least 4 pixels more than your
font size. You should also add padding
to table or paragraph tags to ensure the

In terms of alignment, justified text can
be difficult to read because it creates
inconsistent spacing between words.
Center-aligned text can also trip readers
up because the eye is used to looking
to the left to find the beginning of a
sentence. It’s therefore best to use leftaligned copy that falls flush with both
the left margin and right margins of your
email.
And don’t forget about dark mode!
This display setting is becoming more
and more popular among users, as
it minimizes brightness, reduces eye
strain, and helps save battery life. It also
makes text easier to read, which is why
it’s essential that you optimize for it. In
terms of dark mode design, make sure
you choose images with transparent
backgrounds that can adapt to either
scenario and still look natural.

text isn’t too close to the edges of the
email.
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BEST PRACTICES FOR
DESIGN & ILLUSTRATION
1

Ensure that illustrations fit within your
current branding

2

Develop a reusable library of illustrated
elements to create efficient workflows

3

Use custom illustrations when you
do not have a budget for stock
photography

4

Integrate illustrations throughout your
design to guide the reader’s eyes and
provide a visual aid to storytelling

5

Allow illustrations to blend in with
the body of your content, instead of
interrupting the flow of your email
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Creating dynamic, visually rich emails
does not have to slow down your teams
or cost you more money and man hours.
In fact, this is where you can really
improve efficiency in your workflows
while enriching your content and
boosting customer engagement.
Including dynamic content in your
email design system allows you to use
one template that’s customizable to
individual subscribers. In addition to
saving you time, this keeps your emails
on brand while creating great reader
experiences. Moreover, if you include
dynamic content in triggered messages,
you can easily swap out images or
other design components to reflect
seasonality without having to go in and
update the html for the whole template.

With the Liveclicker platform, they were
able to craft a weekly deals campaign
without having painstakingly building
new content from scratch each week. In
addition to reducing production times,
the dynamic campaigns led to a 12%
increase in incremental opens from 2019
to present, as well as revenue upticks of
over 2% on a campaign-by-campaign
basis.

BrandsMart USA, a traditional electronics
and appliance e-commerce retailer,
needed a way to build engaging, dynamic
email campaigns without creating too
much extra work for their busy teams.
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THE IMPORTANCE
OF PARTNERSHIPS
Implementing the best practices we’ve outlined in this
eBook will give your business a big boost in customer
engagement, especially when it comes to email
marketing. But it’s also important to align yourself with
experts who can provide the right platforms and help
you execute these strategies efficiently and at scale.
Partners like Theorem and Liveclicker work with brands
of all shapes and sizes to implement digital solutions
that improve customer engagement, increase revenue,
and drive growth. Whether you need end-to-end support
or specific system integrations, partnering with the right
solutions providers is essential for success.
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About Theorem
Founded in 2002, Theorem is a global provided of digital marketing
resources and expertise that provides industry leading brands the ability to
achieve their highest business potential. With over 20 years of experience,
across a global team of subject matter experts, the theorem team combines
practical digital know-how with transformation solutions and paths to
automaton to simplify and streamline our clients digital marketing efforts.
For more information, visit www.theoreminc.net

About Liveclicker
Founded in 2008, Liveclicker, a CM Group brand, is a global provider of
realtime email personalization solutions for B2C marketers. Since the
release of its VideoEmail platform in 2009, marketers have used Liveclicker
to captivate consumers and drive program performance. Today, top brands
such as Chico’s, Torrid, AT&T, Kroger and Trusted Housesitters rely on the
company’s market-leading RealTime Email solution to deliver engaging,
personalized messages simply and at scale.
For more information, visit www.liveclicker.com

Thanks for
Reading!
We regularly publish content, so check
back regularly to find more marketing
goodies to feast your eyes on! In the
meantime, connect with us on social:

